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In 2016, 75 people died and a further 850 were injured in road crashes involving trucks.  This 
was 23% of all deaths and 7% of all reported injuries on our roads. 
 
Because of their large mass, trucks tend to be over-represented in crashes involving death 
and serious injuries.  While deaths from crashes on the network make about around 20% of 
the road toll, they only make up 6% of the total distance travelled on the network. 
 
This is not to say that the fault lies primarily with the heavy vehicles or their drivers – but a 
reflection on the law of physics – when a crash involves a heavy vehicle the probably of 
serious trauma is higher than when only light vehicles are involved. 
 
Launched in August 2017, Safety MAN was initially in response to the high number of truck 
incidents that were occurring on the detour route that was being used after SH1 was closed 
following the Kaikoura earthquake but is now travelling throughout the country delivering 
three key programmes: 
 

1. Share the road with big trucks programme is taken to schools, community groups 
and events to educate participants about safe behaviour around heavy vehicles.  
Healthy truck driver programme aims to give information about the symptoms and 
causes of common truck driver health issues.  One of the major contributing factors 
in truck – related crashes and rollovers is the ‘Silent Killer – fatigue’.  Free health 
checks are provided along with resources to help drivers understand the risks they 
face due to the nature of their work. 

2. Road Safety is in your hands programme.  Targeting young drivers aged 16-24 – 
this programme builds off the ‘Share the Road with big trucks programme but is 
tailored to the audience and their learning style 

 
 
This initiative enables an interactive approach to be taken in the specially equip trailer – with 
resource booklets and information providing for follow up as needed. 
 
Feedback from participants has indicated that: 

• 80% have made changes to their lifestyle after going to the Healthy Driver 
Programme 

• 83% have changed their behaviours around trucks after participating in the Share the 
Road with Big Trucks programme 

 
More than 11,000 people have participated in the Safety MAN since its launch and 
sponsorship and supporters have enabled visits by Safety MAN to be free.


